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K-NL304K/G, K-NL308K/G and K-NL316K/G Firmware Release Note

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｕ Issue (Phenomenon) Occurrence condition

3.200.PS00.0
2014-07-15

x - -

x - -

x - -

x IPC Offline function did not detect a NVR off-lined. Wen the NVR was connected to PoE switch.

x - -

x - -

x - -

x - -

x Restarting may fail due to timeout for detecting HDD. -

x - -

x - -

x - -

x - -

Contents
Syetem Version

Build date

Correspondence

Changed factory default setting of “Auto Reboot” from “none” to “2:00 a.m. on every
Tuesday.”

Priority Rank
Level

1st production.

3.200.PS00.1
2014-09-26

Changed words in "Image menu" of "Remote";
- From "Light" to "BLC".
- From "Stop" to "Off" for choice of BLC setting.

Changed GUI (Graphical User Interface);
- Changed Pop-up menu (Right Click Menu)
- Remove Icons and place buttons in MAIN MENU.
- Change word from "SEARCH" to "PLAYBACK" at OPERATE in MAIN MENU.
- Remove 2 buttons from Network menu;
  ALARM CENTER
  REGISTER

Added EZ Remote function so that MobileEMS/EMS can connect NVR through the
Internet.
You can use Mobile EMS to scan the QR code to login.

U
Changed factory default user name of Administrator from “admin” (lower case) to
“ADMIN” (upper case).

Changed factory default Passward at registering a camera to NVR from "admin" to
"12345".

Added language of Vietnamese and Thai, and removed Chinese.
As a result, the choices of the languages are English, Vietnamese and Thai.

Supported K-NL316K.

Deleted unnesessary functions in menu;
- Video Loss tab at Detect menu in Event of Setting.
- WIFI and 3G menu in Network of Setting.

Changed the choices of language switching menu to be displayed in each language.

Improved that display position of each camera to be memorized and available to recall it
afterwards.

3.200.PSSN.3.R.
20160408 U

Chnged factory default settings to be "Enabled" at ”Show Message” and ”Buzzer” for
“HDD Error” and ”No HDD” in HDD Information.

Fixed.

Note:
After updating the firmware, if you cannot login the web page, please implement the following contents and login again.
1. Close all Internet Explorer.
2. Delete the “webrec” folder and/or “webplugin.exe” folder in C:\Program Files.
3. If you cannot login after executing above 1 and 2, delete the access history of Internet Explorer according to the following procedures.
1) Click “Tools” and “Internet options”.
2) Click “Delete…” in “Browsing history”.
3) Check ✔ “Preserve Favorites website data”, “Temporary Internet files and website files” and “History” , then click “Delete”.
* In the case of the other browsers (Safari, Firefox browser, Google browser, etc.), the procedure of the history deletion is different.

Fixed.

3.200.PS00.3.R
2015-04-20 U

This document describes K-NL304K/G and K-NL308K/G irmware upgrade  information.
1. Release version： System Version 3.300.PSSN.0.R.20170401
2. Release Note Reference Number：K-NL304K/G-005

Priority Rank Level
A: Recommend to apply (Major or serious update)      
B: When issue happened
C: Maintenance timing
U: Function /Performance improvement (Not Necessary to update)

Added on May 17, 2016
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- -

- -

3.200.PSSN.4.R.
20170322 x - - Improved security.

3.300.PSSN.0.R.2
0170401 x - - Changed version number indication

only, nothing effect to users.

x

EMS software

Do NOT use a previous Password after
updating the firmware.
We strongly recommend to create new
Password for security.

EMS software

3.200.PSSN.3.R.
20160408 U

Improved that switching between single and multi display to be accepted enev if it were
in playback.

Added EMS Log to be exported.

x
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